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Dear Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee,

I would like to thank the Committee for the opportunity to make a submission into the Same-Sex 
Relationships (Equal Treatment in Commonwealth Laws - Superannuation) Bill 2008. I fully support the 
objectives of the Bill, to remove discrimination against same-sex couples and their children in relation to 
Commonwealth superannuation and related benefits.

My partner and I are currently having fertility treatment and we and our children deserve to have the same 
rights of those of our fellow Australians.  Gay people voted for Labor to bring balance back to our society after
years of discrimination from a right-wing Christian dominated party who forgot to rule all of its citizens.  We 
are upstanding citizens contributing to this great country; we deserve to be treated like first-class citizens not 
just first-class tax payers.  I think it is appalling people who call themselves Christians want to discriminate 
against us, they forget Jesus was discriminated against so why would they do this to other people.  TREAT 
US ALL THE SAME AND GIVE US A REASON TO BE PROUD OF THIS COUNTRY.

I believe this legislation is long overdue. It is a critical first step in providing legal and financial equality for 
same-sex couples. I hope to see future legislation implementing the remaining recommendations contained in
the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission's Same Sex: Same Entitlements report.

I support the Bill's inclusion of married, heterosexual and same-sex de facto couples under the 
straightforward and practical category of "couple relationship". Same-sex de facto couples should be treated 
in the same way as heterosexual de facto couples.

I reject suggestions that same-sex couples should be recognised as "interdependents", along with other 
caring non-couple relationships. The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission says that past 
interdependency definitions in private superannuation have failed to provide same-sex couples with real 
equality. Interdependency definitions do not give the clear and certain protection that de facto definitions 
provide.

I support the recognition of children with same-sex parents under the Bill. This definition acknowledges the 
reality of family diversity in Australia. The legal recognition of families and the equal access to entitlements is 
in the best interests of children.

I urge the Committee to commend the Bill to parliament in order to ensure that the discrimination faced by 
same-sex couples can be removed as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

Janelle_Adams
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